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1.* M RSHIP OF TBE COMI

The CHAIRAN announced that the Government of Belgium had withdrawn from
membership of the Committee and he designated the Government of the Netherlands
to fill the vacancy.

2. REUE9ST BY THE GOVERNMENTOF INDIA (SECRET/7)

The CHAIRMAN said that this was the firat time the Committee was presented
with a task of this character, The CONTRACT1IG PARTIES had authorized renew.
gotiations in previous oases but it had always been a matter of only a very few
items and only a few government bad been involved; the request now received
from India, on the other hand, covered a fairly large number -of items which were
of considerable interest to a number of contracting parties urtherwre, all
contracting parties were interested in the questions of principle involved in the
consideration of.this request, The discussions at the Eighth Session on the
prolongation of the assured life of the Schedules until 30 Tune 1955 had resulted
in an agreemeat that the CONTRACTING PARTIES would give sympathetic consideration
to requests from contracting parties which, having signed the Declaration, felt
the need, in exceptional circumstances, to withdraw certain concessions. In
accordance with the procedures laid down at the Eighth Session the request of the
Government of India had been-referred to the Oommittee which bad authority to
examine the request and take a decision, The task of the Committee was, thereforeto examine the Indian request, to judge whether the circumstances were exceptional
in the sense envisaged by the CONTRACTING 'PARTIES pd to decide whether the
Government of India should be authorized to enter into renegotiations on any or
all of the nine items,
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Mr. SINGH (India) elaborated certain points in the Indian submission
(SRE T/7) in support of his Government's request. In connection with the
prolongation of the assured life of the Schedules, he had stated India's case
both to the Working Party and to a plenary meeting of the CONTRACTING PARTIES.
He bad then explained in detail India's special difficulties which had developed
since the concessions were originally negotiated. Therefore, while they were
prepared to agree to the extension, they would find it necessary to apply to
the CONTRACTING PARTIES for authority to renegotiate certain concessions. The
CONTRACTING PARTIES had taken note of India's statement and had given an assurance
that a request for authority to renegotiate would be sympathetically considered.
It was on the basis of that assurance that India had signed the Declaration.

Only about 6 per cent of the duties in the Indian tariff were protective,
while the remainder had fiscal aims and had always been a major source of
revenue. There were also sales taxes in India but these ware levied by the
State Governments. The Central Government levied excise duties but not on
imported goods and only on those articles which were produced in sufficient
quantities to make the imposition worth while. His Government had fully
explored the possibility of increasing unbound rates and had in fact raised the
duties on forty or fifty items in the lastwoor three years, There being
practically no scope for further additional revenue in that field, they had now
to tuto the bound items, The list submitted had been very carefully
scrutinized and kept to the absolute minimum, -The need for increased revenue
was very great; India had an ambitious but realistic fives-year plan which
aimed at raising the standard of living, But the Plan required vast resources
for development projects in the public sector and for assistance in the private.
In this context customs duties had an important part to play.

When these concessions were negotiated in 1947 it was expected that changes
could be made under Article XlVIII after three years, It was now six years
and the position had greatly altered, Certain anomalies hid to be removed,
For balance-of..payment reasons quantitative restrictions were still maintained;
foren exchange could not be afforded for non-essential and luxury items nor
quite apart from protective considerations - for items which could be produced
in adequate quantities within the country, But quantitative import restriction
coupled with a low import duty produced an anomalous situation in wbid the
difference between landed cost and internal selling price became very con-
aipicuous, Increased import duties would act as a corrective. Some domestic
industries had developed markedly.in the last six years, but in these cases
the- Government was guided by recommendations of the Tariff Commission. There
was one such case among the nine items. Although there was now some domestic
production of some of the other items as well, the need for revenue was the
deterininig consideration- One item in the list bore a specific duty which was
now too low both with regard to the nature of the commdity and the general level
of duties applicable to goods of comparable character,
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Mr. Singhthen proceeded to illustrate briefly the reasons for each item
in the request, In the proposed negotiations for the withdrawal of the con-
cessions Indian was ready to explore all possibilities of offering other con-
cessions in compensation, He said the request was urgent and that the nego*.
tiations, if authorized, could start immediately with those countries which
were prepared, He expressed the hope that the contracting parties would give
their full co-operation in this matter.

*

Mr.e¢U (France) said he was very conscious of the difficulties con..
fronting the Indian Government and he well remembered the discussion at the
Eighth Session and the conditions on which Indian had agreed to sign the
Declaration. He had no doubt that if it were proven that exceptional eircus-
stances existed the Committee would decide in favour of India's requests The
Committee should, however, take full account of the importance of the questions
they were dealing with a new and difficult procedure arising out of a Decision
of the CONTRACTING PARTIES and the utmost care should be exercised in taking
their decision in view of the precedent which would be established,. Turning
to the substance of the matter, he was surprised to note that the case put
forward by the Indian representative was based principally on fiscal grounds.
It was difficult to see how duty increases on the items in question could
substantially add to the revenue already derived therefrom. Consequently
he wondered whether the matter was really so important as to warrant the
action proposed. The Committee had no information as to the amount of revenue
which the Indian Government expected to derive from the increase and he thought
it would help if they could be told what duties were to be imposed on these
items, In order-that a decision might be taken by the Committee it was
important that they should know what effect the proposed duty changes would have
on Indian revenue and imports, Moireover, he wished to know whether India
wanted to be entirely free with respect to these items or merely to make
adjustments.

Mr. SINGH (India) agreed that the matter before the Committee was vry
serious and should be examined with care, His Government had hoped to sub.
mit their request at the time of the Eighth Session but had been unable to do
so because they had not then completed their study of the whole question and
did not wish to approach the CONTRAOTIN PARTIES until they had examined all the
alternatives., He confirmed that in all oases but one the prime consideration
was the revenue which his Government would derive from the duties, The Five
Year Plan exerted such strong pressure on resources that the Government were
hard put to find revenue for its implementation. As for the amount of revenue
expected he Was not in a position to answer at present, but would point out tbab
in the circumstances in which they found themselves every smell increment of
revenue would help. As for the rate of duties envisaged for the items in
questions he suggested that this was a matter which could better be dealt with
in the negotiations as he did not know whether his Government had taken any
decision.
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Mr, COUILLAIRD (Canada) said the Committee had to consider not only the
Indian case but also the General Agreement itself, The Agrecement had been
foremost in the minds of all when they were engaged in the difficult discussions
on the rebinding of the Schedules at the Eighth Session. His Government con'
sidered that, although the concessions in the various Sohadules were not per.
fectly balanced, some kind of equilibrium had been maintained which it was
undesirable and even dangerous to alter except in the g ravest circumstances,
If relief was to be granted to a contracting party this should be done only
after searching and thorough enquiry. The Committee had an obligation to
consider the Indian request sympathetically, but above all, it had to protect
the General Agreement, They should, therefore examine the circumstances
underlying the Indian request, and ascertain whether they were of an exceptional
nature and whether sound reasons existed for modification. After that., each
Item should be examined!, separately'.

The Indian representative had said that conditions had changed since 1947
when the concessions were first bound, This, however, was a point which
could be invLked by every other contracting party and, in a sense, with even
stronger force by the more developed countries whose industries had moved
ahead so rapidly in this period. He agreed that a binding of duties for a
period of six years did give rise to the need for certain adjustments, but Ate
Indian Schedule, again, in no way differed in this respect from those of other
contracting parties, He did not contend that those arguments were not valid,
but that by themselves they were not sufficient to prove the case for modifisa-
tion of items. The only other point raised by Mr, Singh in support of his
Govtbrnment's request was that based on the revenue requirements of his Govern-
ment for the implementation of the Fi7e Year.Plan. He supported the request
of the representative of France who has asked that the Committee be given some
indication of the increase in revenue which the Indian Governmeht expected to
derive from thesemodifications in these duties, It would certainly be helpful
if the proposed new levels of duty could be divulged, if not to the Committee$at least during the negotiations.

Mr. SIWGH (India) agreed with Mr. Couillard on the Importance of preserving
the balance of the concessions and assured him that his Government would not
have made their request if they bad not found themselves in the urgent need
to make adjustments, The period during which the concessions had been bound
was one in which vast changes had taken place in India. At the beginning they
had found themselves with a very rudimentary industrial structure and they were
now engaged in a strenuous process of development, He reperied that he was
not able to indicate what increase In revenue was envisaged; careful consider.
ation had been kiven to the items before they were finally sf2eeted for modified.
ation and, taken together, the increase should be appreciable,

fr. AZIZ AM*AD (Pakistan) said that Wes request was of the greatest interest
to his Government because their position was very nearly the same as that of
India, In consideration of the arguments put forth at the Eighth Session, his
Government had agreed to bind their Schedule until the end of Tune 1955, but if
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the Committee found that they could accede to the Indian request he had to say
that his Government would consider carefully whether they would not also wish
to make some adjustments in their Schedules He was not-sure what was meant
by the Indian representative when he said that one of the Government's aims
was to save foreign exchange; he could not see how this aim could be squared
with' thatof an increase in revenue..

'Adr SINGH (India) said that the reverence was purely incidental and that
obviously when there was some .domestic production the Government would be
glad to save foreign exchange,

Mr. GREENWAID (United States) agreed with the Canadian representative
in stressing the importance of the case and thought the words of the repre-_
sentative of Pakistan provided. a clear illustration of the consequences which
might follow, He attached importance to the principle of agreeing to rene-
gotiations in exceptional circumstances but he was also concerned with the
"case for the GAIT'" as the Canadian representative had put it, The decision
on this mattVer iught have repercussions in his own country, which was at
present engaged in a review of its' foreign economic policy and, in particular,
of its attitude towards the General Agreement* If the Indian request were
acceded to he would call attention to the procedural requirements in the
United States which would have to be satisfied, With regard to the informa-
tion supplied by. the Indian Government in document SECET /7 he wished to point
out that there were some policy, implications which he could not accept and the
statistics did not give the whole story because of the existence of quantita-
tive restrictions, He realized that the Indian representative was not at
present in a position to indicate the level of duties which were envisaged by
'the Indian Government for the items under discussion, but he thought perhaps
the Committee right be informed as to whether the new duties which would be
imposed would be bound under the Agreement0

, Further, he would, like to ask
the Indian r'epresontative to indicate why their request had such an.urgent
'character,

Mr. SIN$K.(India) replied to the representative of tbh United States.that
there was a reel urgency in thls case and that it was only because his Govern-
ment wanted to restrict their request to the minimunm number of items that
they did not present it at: the Eighth Session, As for the level of duty
which would be imposed after renegotiation he was not in a position to give
a reply, He would say, however, that, generally speaking, they would want
a free band on the.nine items and were prepared to offer concessions on-other
items as compensations
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The CHAIRMAN communicated the following figures on Indian revenue:

Import duties on the
Year 1951u1952 nine items as a pro-
(million R;.) portion of national

revenues

Import duties collected on the 12.1
nine items

Total import duties Collected 1,412.8 .86%

Total customs revenue (including 2 316.9. 52%
export duties)

Total budgetary revenue of 51536 .23%
Union Government

5

Mr. GM.ENVJAID (United States) recalled the statement by Mr, Singh in which
he had spoken of a protectionist motive for the proposed increase on one of the
items, and asked whether it would not have been possible fol India to apply to
the CONTRACTING PARTIES under Articli XVIII.

Mr, SINGH (India) replied that the possibilities of acting under Article
XVIII had been carefully scrzutinized as had, for that matter, all other.avenues,
but he could say that there was only one case in which development considers.
tions had been advanced and that was the case of the fifth item in SECRET/7;
It had been thought, however, that this could be considered with the others,

Mr. HAGUVIWARA (Japan) informed the Committee that he was under instructions
from his Government to ask that Japan be co-opted as a full member of the
Committee in view of its interest in the case before them. His Gqvernment were
greatY interested in trade with India, and when they bound 90 per cent of their
tariff, under the Declaration of 24 October 1953, they purposely included items
which were of interest to Indian exporters, The Japanese Schedule, therefore,
contained some concessions which might be considered as being granted directly
to India. They were also substantially interested in some of the nine items
under review and, therefore, his. Government would wish to have an assurance
that, if the Committee granted the Indian request, they would be consulted as
a party having a substantial Interest, He thought these facts would justify
Japan'ts becoming a full member of the Committee for the purpose of the present
discussion. However If it were agreed that Japan had a right to be a member
and that by gi-ving up their right no precedent was established, he would not
insist,
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Hie Government had the greatest sympathy with the request1 but was not-
quite clear about certain points, In the first place, the Indian delegate had
said that they wanted a free hand on the items which would consequently be
deleted from Schedule XII. Compensation, therefore, could not coftsist of
bindings at the present level on other products because it would then not
balance the withdrawals. On the other hand, if duties were reduced. on other
items the loss of revenue might offset the gain on the items withdrawn, He
also wished to point out that in the statistics contained in doaumbnt SECRET/7
it was clear that there were other suppliers besides those mentioned because
the figures for total imports did not always coincide with the total of imports
from the countries name.

The CHAIRMAN stated that the Cowmittee was obliged to co-opt interested
parties in acordance with paragraph 6' of the Report of the Working Party on
the prolongation of the Schedules (G/54) * Moreover, by a Deoision of the.
CONTRACTINGPARTIES of 23 October 1953, the CONTRACTING PARTIES had invited
Capan to participate in the sessions of the CONTRACTING PARTIES and of sub-
sidiary bodies. However, in order to deal expeditiously with the matter.it
would be opportune if 'the,. Committee were, kept to a minimums As observer, the
representative of Japan was entitled to intervene in the discussion and ncft
being a full member of the Committee would not affect Japan's rights when it
came to negotiations,

M. SINGH (India) said that if the Committee should decide that Japan had
a substantial interest in any of the item his Government would be pleased to
consult with them. Unfortunately, the figures in his possession of Japaness
sportss to India were incomplete and he could give no precise reply as to the
importance of Japanese trade in the items in question,

Mr, VUCITO (Italy) said that his Government was interested both in the
principle involved and in particular items, Th~egreatest care should be
exercised in order to avoid setting a dangeiow preeden't.. He agreed that,
in accordande with the instructions of the CONTRACTING PARTISES they should
grant consideration to the request of the Government of India, but they should
see that the circumstances in which the Indian Government found Itself were
truly exceptional, On his.part he would be glad if the Government of India
could seek alternative ways of solving their difficulty, It did not seem that
'a substantial increase in revenue, which appeared to be the object of the
request, could be obtained by any increase of duties on these products.' In
faot, 'the possibility could not be ruled out that the higher duties might
reduce imports to such an extent as to bring In less revenue than before.

'".a VAILADO (Brazil) said that his GoIernmnt had no specific interest In
the items but were greatly interested in the question of principle, The Com.
dftee.-waeafaed, 'on the 'one hand, with an undeitaking by the Indian Goverment
not to modify their rates of duty until 30 June 1955, and; on the other hand,
with the request to authorize negotiations with a view to modification of nine
rates of duty. His Government was in favour of accepting the Indian request.
The Committee, therefore,, should not be so much concerned about reconciling
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different legal possibilities as to finding a practical solution which would
give satisfaction to the Indian Government.

Mr. BL (Czechoslovakia) wished to inform the Committee of the interest
of his Government in certain items. If negotiations were held they would wish
to consult with the Goverxment of India.,

Wr. SINGE (India) thanked the representative of Brazil for his remarks and
in reply to the represennative of Italy wished to assure him that the case had
been taken' mst seriously in his country and that they had been at great pains
to reduce the list to the very minimum. Their peoial difficulty arose out of
the exceptional circumstances in which they found themselves, If the Italian
or Czechoslovak Government had a substantial interest in any of the items his
Government would be glad to consult,

Mr. FABAUUS (Sweden) stressed the importace of bearing In mind the
objectives of the General Agreement, Many representatives were concerned
about the danger of setting a precedent in this matter, He understood their
apprehension, but did not feel that the decision of the Committee would neces.
saarily constitute a precedent, The case was, by its very nature, an isolated
one and no two such requests could possibly present sufficient similarities to
be judged and decided upon in exactly the same manne3Z, He also wished to
emphasize that the undertaking of the CONRAUWG PARTIES to give syWathetic
consideration to such requests should not be interpreted to mean'that the
decisions would always be favourable. It was his Government's understanding
that the Conmittee must find the existence of exceptional circumstances before
giving a favourable decision as otherwise the Deolaration on the: Continust
Application of the Schedules would be worthless.

The CHAIMAN then asked the Committee members whether -they agreed, in
principle, to grant the reckuest of the Government of India,

Mr. AZIZ A-UZ (Paldstan). asked the Chairman whether a deelsion In India's
favour would amount to acceptance by the Committee that the circumstances on
whiie the request we base were exceptional.

The CHAIRMAN eonfirzwd that a favourable decision by the Comittee would
Imply that the cirumstances had been recognized by the. Committee as eseptiona.

Mr MOO (Brazil) said that, while he agreed with the Ohairmin's reply
It was the view of his delegation that the exceptional circumstances were not
the only reason for granting the request. There were other faotorsp suoh as
the need for increased revenues the need for section and balence-payment
"equiremiats which were all very good grounds and contributed to creating the
special situation of India. It was in this context that he would support a
favourable decision.
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Mr. IECUYER (France) agreed with Mr. Machado iD go gar as their decision
should be based on a number of elements which characterized the case as a whole.
It Waco in this sense that there could be no talk of precedent, because each
case would be different.

Mr, COUILLARD (Canada) agreed with the previous speaker in that a pre-
oedent could only be established if two cases were identical which could not
happen in questions such as the one they were at present examining

'Mr. SINCLAIR (United Kingdom) expressed disagreement because in his view,
precedents had been ;et before, and the decision they were about to talk could
in: future be taken as a precedent, though only with the greatest care. It
would always be necessary to take account of all factors which contribute to
the taking of a decision.:

Mr, MAROHO (Brazil) asked the Chairman for a definition of "exceptional
circumstance".

The CHAIRMAN replied that it was not possible to give a preolse definition.
In each case the CONTRACTINGPARTIES or the Comittee had to examine all the
circumstances and after welghimg them carefully determine whether, taken
together, they were to be considered as exceptional.

The Committee then d in principle, to authorize the Government of
India to enter into renegotiations for the modification~of the concessions listed
in document &MCR /7.1

The Committee then examined a draft report which had been prepared by the
secretariat (IC/W/24 and Revi),

Mr. MA(EHDO (Brazil) proposed that the condition on which the authority
was granted, namely that as a result of the negotiation the concessions in
Schedule 2[I would be no less favourable to the trade of other. contracting
parties than those at present contained in that ,schedule, should be replaced
by the phrase which appears in paragraph 1 of Article XXVIII the Article
governing the case before them,

.The O-muA replied that ArticleXVflI diad 'not apply. to the present case,
that the Comittee was acting undir the terms set out ini the report of the
Eighth session Working Party (document G/54) which had been approved by the
CONTRACTINGPARTIESandthatthe request of the Government of India for
a ,hority to renegotiate the nine item was being granted by the Committee
under the powers delegated to it by the CONTRACTING PARTING in paragraph 6 of
that port,

After the eloseofthe meetingthe Executive Secretary received acommunication
fromtheCuban Government through its Consulate GeneralinGeneva advisingthat

It wUa *t opposed to rantinS the authority requested by the Goert Of Inua.
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Mr.MACHADO (Brazil) maintained hie view that the Article did apply and that
it waa the Committee's task to authorize the Government of India to operate under
that Artiele whiohl in oorsequenoe of its sigaatuxse of the Declaration on the
Continued'Application-of the Sohedules it could not do without such an
authorization.

The CHAIRMAN said the Intention of the CONTRACTING PARTIES had been made
perfectly clear; if they had intended that any dispensation whioh might be
granted to a contracting party should result In the application of the provisions
of Article XXVIII they would have said so and certainly would not have pres..
oribed procedures which were at variance with those contained in that Article.
Moreover, the CONTRACTING PARTIES had actually cited precedents, such as those
of Pakistan and Brazil, which went back to 1948, and which could not be oonw.sdere4 as falling under Article XXVIII. Puntherno e in the oases mentioned
conditions had been imposed upon the requesting parties which were not 'on-
templateod by the Agreement, but which the CONTRACTING PARTIES were entitled to
impose in granting special dispensation

A discussion ensued in which, while Mr. Machado maintained his point that
the phrase should reproduce the words of Article XXVIII, the Chairman' inter-
pretation of thb Juridica aspeot of the question, namely that Article XXVII
*didnotapplyto the case before them, wa supported by Mr. Garoia Oldini
(Chile') Mr. Lsomyer (Franbe) 1kM, 8inclair (United Klngdom), Hr. Couillard
(Canada), Mr. Aziz Ahmad (Pakistan),) Mr.Fucito(Italy) , Mr. Westerhoff.
(Netherlands), and M'. Rabaeus (sweden),;

Mr. SINGH (India) also agreed with the Chairman's view, but hoped that no
additional obligations would be imposed upon his Government .in the negotiation
and hoped that words similar to those in Article XXV'III could be used.

Mr Garcia 0DIM '(ChileI although eh agreed with the Chairman's view
alsofelttaht no new obligatIons should be imposed on.India and, to meet the
representativeof Brazil,, proposed the insertion of the words: ."as far as
possible":

Neither this formula ncr another proposed 'by the Chairman were acceptable
to e MACHACJDO (Brazil) on the ground that, if the same words as those of
ArticleXXXVII were not used, then it wa elear that something elso was meant,
He would1 thireforea abstain on this point,, He insisted that by imposing
obligations not contemplated by the Agreement the Comittee was. ping beyond
Its powers, He asked where such a provision as that uidr discussion could be
found it the Agreement.

The CHAIRMAN repeated that the Comttee was not operating under ax" Specific
provision of the Agreement but under the delegated authority of thb CONTRACTING
PARTIES . A procedure had been established on the basisof -the precedents cited.
The Committee, therefore, 'had a right to examinethecaseand
ditionson which the dispatchsation could be It was not necessary that
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any conditions accompanying a decision of the Committee should be found in one.
of the Articles of the General Agreement, nor, for that matters were there to
be found anywhere in the Agreement specific provisions entitling the Government
of India to renegotiate certain items notwithstanding the obligations incurred
in signing the Declaration on the Continued Application of Schedules,

After the representatives of the United Kingdom and Australia had expressed
their support of Mr. Oldinits amendment, the following text was approved by the
Committee, with the abstention of Mr. Machado:

'The Committee granted the authority to enter into negotiations
on the understanding that they would be conducted with a view to
maintaining a level of concessions no less favourable to the trade. of
other contracting parties than those at present contained in Schedule
XII."'

Mr. FUCITQ (Italy) proposed that the text should be so amended as to make
it clear that, if after the end of the negotiations any government raised ian
objection and the Committee were convened3 the Government of India would not
be free to withdraw the item concerned until a decision had been taken by the
Committee

The CHAIRMAN replied that it was clear that, if an objection were lodged and
the Committee were reconvened, no action could be taken by the Government of
India on the item in question until the Committee had taken its decision,

The Chairman then invited the Committee to consider the determination of
the contracting parties whichshould be deemed to be substantially interested
in the items under negotiation and which would, therefore, have a right to be
consulted by the Government of India, A number of members of the Committee
and the observers of several other contract iag parties pronounced their
interest in certatn items and Mr, SINGH (India) agreed that they would be con-
sulted: their names were listed in the Committeets report. Several others
aid also t.he representative of Japan claimed an interest in certain items;
Mr, SI stated in reply that the trade statistics in his possession did not
show that these claims were warranted but he was ready to obtain further data
and to discuss them privately.

The representatives of Australia and Sweden indicated that their Govern-
ments would not claim substantial interest in any of the items,

MR. GREENWARD (United States) said he was not able to specify all the items
in which the United States might have a substantial interest, A very important
element in my determination of that kind was the selection of the base year upon
which a Judgement should be based, Quantitative restrictions influenced trade
to such an extent that the import statistics had to be very carefully scrutinized
before any decision could be taken,
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Another point was raised by Mr. COUILLARD (Canada) who submitted that a
country might not be greatly interested in any one of the items and yet might
have a considerable interest in the group taken as' a whoLej, The CHAIRMAN'
agreed that each contrdating party had an interest in every other contracting
party's Schedule, and, in this case, in Schedule XII as a, whole; if, therefore,
a government felt that it had no substantial interest in 'any one product 'but
that its general interest in the nine products was substantial it could raise
the question a an appropriate moment,

Mr. SINCLAIR (United Kingdom) said that any criteria which might be accepted
in the present discussion for the determination o±' substantial interest should
not be taken as constituting a precedent for such questions should always be
determined on' a case-by-case basis,

The CHAIRMAN agreed and pointed out that the Committee was proceeding
empirically and that the question would be left with India and with the party
claiming substantial interest, He was sure that both sides would wish to
avoid recourse to the Committee, In any case they were not laying down an
criteria for the determination of substantial interest.

Mr. GRMEENWAID (United States) wished to clarify some of the issues raised
by the Indian submission. He said that his delegation could not accept the
implications of certain statements in paragraphs 2 and 3 of SECRHT/7;. in par
tioular, he could not agree that the removal of quantitative restriction should
be dependent upon the level of import duties. Further, he wished it to be
noted that these matters had not been discussed by the Committee.

Mr. IZCUYER (France) agreed with the representative of the United States,
but felt that any mention of the arguments in SECRET/7 in the Committee's
report might 'lead to misunderstanding as to their importance, He did not
think that the Indian Government meant to imply that they were bartering
liberalization against higher rates of duty,

Mr AZIZ AXHAD (Palistan) thought that the Indian representative would
agree that the Committee had given sympathetic consideration to their request.
It was, however, important to record that a number of members of the Committee
felt perturbed about the possible repercussions on the Agreement itself.. '.The
statement by the United States representative was an attempt to plate on record
that some aspects of the case were not to the liking of the Committee and that*
the Committee had gone to the furthest limit to aocomoodate the Indian request.

Mr. GRIWAID (United States) suggested adding in the report words to the
effect that the decision of the Committee did not involve the acceptance by the
Committee of any of the policy implications contained in document SECRET/7

This was agreed.
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Mr. SINGE (India) said that his Governmentts submission in document
SECRET/7 was intended to illustrate the overall position of the country and that
he had not Intended to base his case on all the points raised therein.

The Report was approved, as amended.

Mr. SINGH (India) thanked the members of the Committee for the goodwill
and understanding they had shown,
3. IMPORT RESTRICTIONS OF PERU

The CHAIRMAN informed the Committee that the Government of Peru had issued
a decree in November 1953 whereby the importation of passenger oars and station
wagons into Peru had been prohibited for a period of six months, The Executive
Secretary, on seeing the press reports, had telegraphed to the Peruvian Govern.
ment on 2 December, to enquire whether this restriction was imposed for balance.
of-payment reasons and to suggest that if this was the case Peru should supply
details to the CONTRACTING PARTIES in view of the consultation requirements in
paragraph 4(a) of Article XII of the Agreement. In the absence of a reply, the
Executive Secretary had written to the Peruvian Government on 15 Tanuary 1954
reminding it of the provisions of Article XII:4(a) and repeating the request for
information, He bad so far received no reply.

In reply to a question by Mr. Sinclair (United Kingdom) regarding the state
of the disouseions and negotiations between Greece and a number of contracting
parties which had been arranged at the Eighth Session, the DERPUTY EXEUTIVE
SCRMTARY indicated that a surmry record of the discussions which had taken
plaoe in Athens had been received. The attention of the Greek Government
might now be drawn to the fact that the countries interested in the Greek
negotiations will be present in Geneva from 5 April 1954 for the negotiations
on the Indian item and that it might be convenient for the discussions initiated
in Athena to be continued at that times He said the Executive Searetary would
write to the Greek Government.


